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United Renewables was formed to assist the
global energy sector's shift from fossil-based
systems of energy production and consumption
to renewable energy sources. With a focus on
island and coastal regions, we ARE working hard
to help communities take the necessary AND
URGENT steps toward a decarbonised future.

The way we power our communities matters. The
planning AND provision of clean energy is
fundamental to the resilience and sustainability
of human settlements. United Renewables is
committed to ensuring renewable energy
solutions are delivering long term security to
towns and cities making the transition to clean
energy.

helping communities create resilient
infrastructure AND focus their attention on
building sustainable, inclusive solutions AND
adoption of new technologies. WE are keenly aware
of the latest industry advances. Our organisation
also conducts numerous research projects
through our partnershipS WITH UNIVERSITIES and
recognise the importance of academia TO fosteR
new solutions for the industry. 

United Renewables currently operates across
four regions, providing meaningful work
opportunities for our employees and
contractors. Salaries are above the living
wage, and our strategy for the firm's growth
and expansion provides many opportunities for
GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT, PROGRESSION, social
mobility. We also choose our contractors
carefully, ensuring our ambitions of fair
growth are matched.

WE ARE committed to education and academic
endeavour as a vital driver TO achievE the U.N.'s goals.
We continue to build further on our position as
regional thought leader within the sector. our
academic partnerships attest to the value we place
on continuous development/training of staff,
contractors and our management team. As advocates
for great change, We also produce regular thought-
provoking video content for the industry and attend
vital seminars/conferences, keeping us all up to date
on industry changes across the world. 

We acknowledge that the threat of climate change is
real, urgent and poses A danger to ALL. Our
organisations operational activities contributes to
solving some of the problems, but we recognise much
more awareness is required to address this. For this
reason we produce the 'Conversations on Climate'
podcast and interviews for the industry. We are also
aiming to build the first on-shore wind farm in the
world's only jurisdiction that is entirely a UNESCO
BIOSPHERE site. 

Our industry is notably still very male dominated. And
whilst there is no pay gap between men and women at
United Renewables, it's paramount that we actively
promote the fast growing energy transition sector to
girls and young women. Our sister company Manannan
Energy has a female majority board and currently
developing community education activity on the Isle of
Man to ensure the vast opportunities now present are
made available to all.

United Renewables is a family firm. Work/life balance

is the cornerstone philosophy for our organisation.

Flexible working hours and remote working allow our

employees freedom and a supportive structure for

their personal lives. We provide warm comfortable

working environments with ergonomic furniture and

desk deSign. WE will adapt working arrangements

around the needs of our personnel. Our head quarters

has a gym and pool for staff to use, and as the

company expands, we aim to explore health benefits

wherever possible. 

The majority of our projects are on land, but

where our activities impact AQUATIC ecology, we

adhere to the strict guidelines in place around

the protection of flora and fauna. We will

continue to uphold these requirements as our

project list grows and we expand into new

territories which may have differing ecology

laws. 

We believe in integrity and fairness in business at all

levels. We always respect and work within the laws 

 AND policies OF THE regions we operate.  When operating

in new JURISDICTIONS, we aim to positively challenge AND

lobby for the promotion of policies supporting 'clean

energy transition' and adoption of renewable energy

technologies. We also ensure the coherence and

understanding of key workplace policies (whistle

blowing, behavioural standards, AML/CFT practices

etc.).

United Renewables and our contractors observe the

local ecology laws in place for ALL the projects we ARE

INVOLVED WITH. When faced with different options, we

will seek to choose the most environmentally friendly

routes, even if that means a financial cost. We continue

to uphold these necessary guidelines and develop

solutions that can minimise negative impacts on the

local ecosystems. 

United Renewables is already partnering with key

academic institutions SUCH AS QUEENS UNIVERSITY, BELFAST,

THE UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK, THE London BUSINESS SCHOOL, AND

THE UNIVERSITY OF AALBORG, DENMARK.

We ARE ADDING  TO THE partnership activity through an

educational program being developed on the Isle of Man

to engage school leavers attention on our industry. We 

 ARE currently identifying people AND organisations to

align on behalf of young people with a specific FOCUS on

promoting the industry to girls.

United Renewables ensures a living wage is paid to
all its employees AND IS ALSO asking the same
question of our suppliers and contractors. Our
operations are conducted within regions less
affected by EXTREME poverty. However it still exists
within our communities, and this problem is likely to
grow with the current financial conditions. As
United Renewables expands into new regions, we
recognise our team will have to go further to
contribute to this goal.

Operating and living in communities where
hunger is still a real issue for some is not
something United Renewables can ignore.

On the Isle of Man where our HQ is based, we
support the local food bank, and will action
similar activities for ALL  oUR offices.

We are very FORTUNATE that all our offices and

employees have access to clean water and

clean sanitation facilities in line with existing

workplace regulation. Any changes or threats

to this basic amenity would be addressed by the

organisation. We have also adopted the REDBOX

initiative ensuring essential sanitary supplies

are made available to staff AND visitors if

required. 

United Renewables have a policy of opening up our
organisation and its opportunities  to all walks of
life. Social mobility is a vital aspect of any
community. we Are actively connectING with
groups typically overlooked for the industry. We
ARE re open to finding and supporting talent from
all areas of society and recognise the value of
diversity in our expansion plans. 

INNOVATING HOW WE MANGE, CONSTRUCT AND

MAINTAIN OUR PROJECTS IS A VITAL AND CONTINUOUS

PROCESS FOR UNITED RENEWABLES. ALWAYS REFINING

PRACTICES, IDENTIFYING SUPPLIERS AND CONTRACTORS

WHO ARE OPTIMISING SOLUTIONS WITHIN OUR SECTOR.

WE ASSESS PROPSECTIVE PARTNERS’ COMMITMENTS

AND METHODOLOGY THROUGH OUR REQUEST FOR

QUOTATION  PROCESS (RFQ), ENSURING RESPONSIBLE

PROTOCOLS ARE DRIVING ALL OUR DECISIONS. 

THE UNITED NATIONS 17 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

United Renewables is dedicated to actively applying these
global targets to every part of our business and are  constantly
reviewing our own activities to ensure we continue optimising
every aspect of our organisation in line with the U.N.’s 17 goals.

From the teacups we use at our desks to the turbines we install
across our sites, we’re auditing all our processes from the
perspective of sustainability, and will be conducting quarterly
reviews to keep asking the question… how can we improve? 

At United Renewables we recognise that it is our duty to help
push the boundaries of what can be achieved within the energy
transition sector in the coming years. 

Furthermore, our organisation acknowledges the current
climate emergency, and the importance of the United Nations
‘17 Sustainable Development Goals’ (SDG’s), as the clearest way
to positively impact human activities which now require urgent
transformation.

HOW ARE UNITED RENEWABLES CONTRIBUTING? 

OUR COMMITMENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
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CREATING MEANINGFUL AND MEASURABLE ACTION, SHARING KNOWLEDGE AND REGULARLY REVISING
OUR PRACTICES PROVIDES A TEMPLATE FOR CHANGE.

UNITED RENEWABLES IS COMMITTED TO ENSURING THAT TOGETHER WE AND OUR PARTNERS ARE ABLE
ADDRESS THE 17 CLIMATE GOALS, AND WILL CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AND SHARE SOLUTIONS TO
MAXIMISE THE COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO THESE PROBLEMS. 


